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A. THE IMPORTANCE OF EXEGESIS, THEORETICAL AND
PRACTICAL

If we consider the purpose and importance of their
regulatory remedies are indispensable in any modern procedural
system , whether civil or criminal , to correct errors of law in view of
the merits , the process , or the breach of procedural rules . Because of
these considerations , the broad appeal of civil trial matters in general,
but especially in the Romanian procedural law that has undergone as
well known a process of modernization and harmonization with
European legislation, the new Code of Civil procdură , of particular
importance in terms of both the number and especially the complexity
of procedural institutions involved in this field of controversial legal
issues that give rise to new and new interpretations and correlation
with other institutions forming civil trial law in scale, and especially in
terms of practical purpose for which remedies are regulated , is to
pave the way for judicial review on the legality and validity of a court
ruling by a lower court or other organs, mostly administrative , that
are not part of the judiciary.
We affirm without error, that complex set of remedies, both
in the opinion of the majority of all practitioners and theorists of law,
it highlights the important call. We justify that such a finding is
consistent defining characters of the call, in that appeal, the appeal is
ordinary common reformer devolutive and suspension of execution,
allows correction of a decision almost entirely ungrounded and illegal,
is the exponent of the double degree of jurisdiction and is not only a
judicial remedy but jurisprudential one, it provides the first level
desired homogenization practice courts in interpreting and applying
the rules of law.
This is one of the reasons I chose the topic of this thesis call
the institution as it is currently regulated in Romanian civil procedural
law and as reflected in the new Code of Civil Procedure, in judicial
practice newer old or current, that being only an ordinary appeal may
be exercised by either party to the dispute or the prosecutor, or the
legal conditions and elsewhere, for any dissatisfaction, in fact or in
law, to cause another trial on the merits, call the only remedy which

the law does not provide reasons.
Within this theoretical research institution is approached
from the perspective of call procedures in place new regulations on 15
February 2013 of the New Civil Procedure Code, through the
innovative provisions thereof, but coupled with the old saying: that the
current regulations soon will become history, but times that history but
a Procedure of a foundation, a strong roots that can graft the new
regulation, the analysis is discussed in terms of comparison between
the two legislations, but also marking the entry into force of the Law
No. 202/2010, dubbed, small reform ", just because in the Civil
Procedure Law, as in all subjects who introduced new ways, new
legislation modernizing the precede trial.
Finally it must be stressed that we chose to perform
research appeals, procedural law of our system compared with other
systems of law, and consisting primarily of French civil procedure
system, a permanent and valuable reservoir of inspiration continuous
process of upgrading our system and compared with the settlement of
this lawsuit appeal Italian Portuguese, German, American English,
Spanish, Swiss, through the law of similarity Romanian, but also
because those laws were less doctrinaire reviewed by our reputation.
It should be added that, as a whole, this thesis was based on
a careful examination of the doctrine and national jurisprudence, this
effort focusing mainly on the analysis of known doctrinaire, practical
decisions, from the courts on all levels of jurisdiction that have the
competence judgment call, so this paper combines with the existing
precedents doctrinal presentation given in the call.

B. STRUCTURE
In terms of form, the work plan is divided into six chapters,
consisting of sections and subsections after stretching, the end of the
work being bibliography entire sentence totaling 370 pages and 717
footnotes.
The bibliography includes many works by Romanian legal
literature, and foreign embodied in treaties, studies, monographs,
articles, an extensive case law, both national courts and the European
Court of Human Rights or the courts of the other systems analyzed
comparative law, also many laws and applicable decisions of the
Constitutional Court in the thesis.
In terms of content, the thesis aims institution plan call
from a historical perspective, the concept of civil trial phases of the
trial, the appeals and classification, to the principle of the double
degree of jurisdiction outlined by European and domestic norm in
definition and conception of appeal, appeal forms in our current
legislation, but as I said in the oldest subject, subjects and time of call,
the formal exercise of its jurisdiction to hear the appeal, and the trial
procedure specifies that single attack ordinary means devolution of
our procedural system.
This analysis could not end without the research settlement
procedure, possible solutions appeal addressed both from the old
regulations, but also through substantive changes made in the matter
of the New Code of Civil Procedure.
Such as, Chapter I, entitled "Appeal, ordinary appeal in the
civil trial" concept emphasizes the importance of the call, the
historical evolution of its regulation in the context of other remedies,
the principle of double instance European Romanian legislation and
the organization of the review which provides double degree of
jurisdiction and other legal systems.
The first section of this chapter is devoted to the notion of
focusing on the particularăţile lawsuit brought by the New Code of
Civil Procedure, and the current phase of its deployment, the last
stage, court decision.
In the second subsection, Considerations on the importance

and evolution of appeals, we have shown along the development time
of review, in particular the call, then shown in the following
subsection global and European perspective on the principle of double
degree of jurisdiction in the next subsection we talked about the
importance and classification of remedies doctrine, the very important
role of remedies in any system of law. And finally call the dominant
position in the Romanian system of appeals, as the expression of the
double degree of jurisdiction and our internal law.
Chapter II is dedicated , Rules for the establishment and
exercise of remedies , namely the reference to the existence of a trial
court ruling that the law appears likely to declare attacked by an
appeal , and the manifestation of the will of the party interested to
pursue the appeal through its declarearea next subsection refers to the
legality of remedies , namely the need for them to be included in the
legal norms in force at the time of its exercise , such remedies
hierarchy , the hierarchy of procedural steps and regarding the
exercise only ordinary remedy is appeal , then the appeal
extraordinary ways , the appeal for annulment and revision . Follow to
the end , the uniqueness of the right to exercise an appeal and finally
as a final rule, but not the last, the aggravation of the situation side
effects of their remedies , with some exceptions of course known .
Chapter III is devoted to regulating the call, defining it as
the common way, ordinary appeal reformer, devolutive and suspension
of enforcement of a judgment which provides correction groundless or
unlawful, is not only a judicial remedy, but one jurisprudential,
providing first-level organization of the practice courts in
implementing and applying the rules of law. We call defined as
procedural middle where an interested party or attorney request
cancellation, change or set aside the judgment given at first instance,
which is an established definition of the doctrine because, unlike
French law that includes a clear and explicit call, our rule of Civil
Procedure establishes no such definition.
In the second section of the third chapter we present
headquarters , instead call the Romanian procedural rule and its forms,
call the reintroduction institution , based on its appearance in our
history and to its regulatory submission current Romanian law system.

In addressing these developments, we paid particular attention to
legislative changes introduced in the field call after reintegration into
the system of remedies by Law . 59/1993 , when the revival of the
notion , that the revolution of civil procedural law . But as is well
known , some of the original texts of the old Code , as they were
returning to their economy through the enactment above -mentioned
present some inaccuracies and even reality gaps related to the situation
in the Romanian society development and evolution of many legal
situations that were born , the particularities of this reality, so that such
texts on appeal have been subsequently many changes ,
rearrangements to date, the institution that made the call, including the
aspect of competence for solving one of the subjects often subject to
change , the effects of such procedural sinusoids with obvious
consequences and the handling of cases in a reasonable time , leading
to paradoxical trial , retrials decades , faction of a lack of uniformity
of practice among courts , located just over the same judicial district ,
in the same court of appeals or district court , and ultimately the
quality of justice .
Under the third, fourth and fifth in this chapter I have tried
a comparative presentation of the three forms of appeal, mainly
incident and caused the new procedural rules, and the light was better
said parallel current legislation, regulation of the Code of civil
Procedure, as still are, as is well known under the old regulatory
process started, in progress, and will resolve it as required by the New
Code of Civil Procedure have provided transitional rules after the old
regulation.
These sections outstanding at how the last two covered call
options in the New Code of Civil Procedure, and through a
comparative analysis between the main appeal and the other two
forms, analysis reveals that this comparative approach goes beyond a
simple comparison , to call purely theoretical, is of utmost importance
to practitioners more accurate understanding of the former names
more uninspired 'accession to call "and especially the clear distinction
that marks the difference sometimes very high fineness of the call and
the incident causing, on the one hand, and the primary call on the
other side.
I could not end this without call progress analysis to
highlight the regulation of conception New Code of Civil Procedure
which has proposed changing the current system to work on, as

commonly known by professionals in mind primarily modern views
on the conduct of civil proceedings, the role and duties of participants
in the process, starting from its current ambitions, and individuals
access to resources and procedural forms more accessible and simpler,
especially accelerating proceedings. As shown previously in the call,
and the concept of the new Code, it remains only an ordinary appeal,
and changes of the review were analyzed in detail in the contents of
this thesis.
Section four of chapter three was devoted to an analysis of
cross-appeal, from the concept and its rules, including in terms of the
historical evolution of this regulation, considering essential to
emphasize that to have a clear vision of the process, the nature of
highlight the position of the parties, and their compliance with the
mandatory rules of procedure, the appellate court must carefully
consider an application form to be qualified as incident call, although
critics alleging that highlight their dissatisfaction of the owner on his
judgment, should be a "reply" to the main appeal of the party that
originally did not want to bring the dispute to a new stage of
proceedings.
This is because such an application can hide a main appeal
promoted over time and to easily qualify the incident call encourages
abuse party attempt to circumvent the rule governing the term
imperative tone.
Appeal analysis incident continued to emphasize the
characteristics of standing, active and passive, respectively, in call
incident. The first condition for justifying the legal standing to
promote a call incident, is to be respondent in the main appeal, this
condition is necessary but not sufficient, since the essence of the
variety of call is the fact that the respondent holder application called
the decision to want reform, but also to protect themselves from a
possible change of the sentence, the effect of promoting the main
appeal, side by side. Also in terms of passive standing in call incident,
it is clear that it belongs to only party with interests contrary to the
respondent, and that the main appeal.
This bending of the incident call could not continue without
the highlighting rules of procedure call incident, investigation of these
rules debuting the analysis period can be exercised such a request,
continuing to shape the conditions that must meet the appeal incident ,
that is to be subject to the same formal requirements as the main

appeal. In this section, the defense must disputed issue compulsory
presence of this call, I advocate the opinions expressed on this issue,
namely that the defendant calling the incident is still obliged to filing
the answer to the call mainly because the two acts procedures
followed somewhat different purposes, ie mainly reject call, greeting,
and change the background in favor of the declarant sentence-appeal,
but will be submitted at the same time.
In section five of chapter three we examined institution call
caused, starting with the concept and the regulation of this variant call
in the Romanian law, standing and scope of the call caused stressing
that, unlike appellate incident, the objective of the call cause is related
to a possible risk, ie the owner of this appeal seeks to avoid the risk of
being worse situation process încazul that would change the sentence
after admitting primary call. As call incident, we examined procedural
rules call caused, and possible solutions for promoting such
applications, which are very similar to those of call incident known
fact that rule is challenged call a variety of cross-appeal, otherwise we
in agreement with most of our doctrinarians.
The penultimate section of this chapter examines the
organization of the call as the guarantor of the double degree of
jurisdiction, and in other legal systems. I paid special attention system
Civil Procedure Italian and French but of course, also a comparative
analysis of our organization focused aspects of systems as English,
American, Spanish, portghez, German, and Swiss. This section
reserved comparative law is to introduce the research topic of this
thesis mailing us and possibly solutions adopted in other states.
In section five of chapter three we examined institution call
caused, starting with the concept and the regulation of this variant call
in the Romanian law, standing and scope of the call caused stressing
that, unlike appellate incident, the objective of the call cause is related
to a possible risk, ie the owner of this appeal seeks to avoid the risk of
being worse situation process încazul that would change the sentence
after admitting primary call. As call incident, we examined procedural
rules call caused, and possible solutions for promoting such
applications, which are very similar to those of call incident known
fact that rule is challenged call a variety of cross-appeal, otherwise we
in agreement with most of our doctrinarians.
The last section of this chapter three I attributed it to a key

issue that is the subject matter of the appeal that the analysis of
judgments that can be attacked with this remedy , and identify parts of
a judgment call that can justify initiating judicial review. The first
subsection deals with the enumeration of decisions subject to appeal ,
based on the rule established by art . 466 New C.proc.civ . , Which
provides that judgments are subject to appeal in the first instance ,
whatever the nature of the dispute that the sentences . Were
highlighted exceptions to this rule that those categories that are
exempt judgments can be appealed , the judgments of the courts of
appeal , because the legislature vision and Justice High Court of
headphones can not be competent judge call, devolutive about what
role can upload any court , but like we were no longer given the
supreme court must be concerned with the required uniformity of
judicial practice , the transformation to be desired instance.
Penultimate section deals with the regime affected
interlocutory appeal, based on the provisions of art. 282 para. 2 of the
previous legislation, which enshrines the principle of the
inadmissibility of attacking separate appeal prior decisions, but
highlighting derogating exceptions to this rule.
This section concludes with an analysis of part of the
decision may be the subject of the call, from the question raised earlier
in doctrine if the call can only target device of a judgment or other
parts of it, and the opinion somewhat since we were voices in the past
have argued that considerations can be contested if the caller is
affected by them, or they are wrong or foreign to the nature of the case
before.
Chapter IV is devoted to the parties on appeal and is
demunit , subjects the call . In this part of the study have been
analyzed extensively in the eight subsections , first we showed that it
is natural that the responsible parties are parties and on appeal . The
two conditions required for the exercise of the right of appeal - distinct
lack of procedural capacity and its penalty , whatever the capacity of
use , or exercise, respectively in the next , standing , who must subsist
throughout the process , and except for the lack locus , a condition
assertion of a subjective right , interest , locus specificity and interest
for third parties . In the third subsection we artat what persons may
incite call and the incident caused , then I refer to the party who
auparticipat the judgment at first instance, which have applied

apesoenelor intervention but it has been rejected, but and provided
that the party has not expressly waived the call.
We analyzed in the fifth section, the situation of witnesses
and experts, which can in certain circumstances to attack her
substantive sentence, and section six, the situation of other people who
took part in the trial on the merits, and a subsection of this
introduction we discussed the situation of the parties concerned in the
appeal. We analyzed the special prosecutor in the civil appeal and
support by declaring that the new procedural rules than the oldest. And
in the last section representation of parties on appeal, legal
representations, derived from law, protection, and the conventional
reference to the contract attorney, conditions, and exceptions.

Chapter V is dedicated, referral to the court of appeal. The
first section will analyze the court jurisdiction to hear the appeal,
which is quite easy, because it is immediately superior court which
tried the background, and so on we have shown, it is the County
Court, that the Court of Appeal which is in charge of that court. In this
section of the paper I dealt with jurisdiction to call for, first, through
the time evolution of rules governing the competence development
marked the reintroduction period immediately following the call for
legislative changes characterized by high effervescence, adopted in a
relatively short period of time and unclear legislation with provisions,
without transitional rules or the transitional rules ambiguous issues
that led to the delivery time of different solutions in practice.
The next section is entirely allocated extensively analyzing
the term of appeal, change its extension from the previous 15 days to
present within 30 days, extremely important in my opinion, the section
from historical considerations on this then in the next subsection
starting point from which the calculation of the time period for appeal
following subsection refers to the principle echipolenţei, following the
calculation of the term, interruption, suspension and reinstatement
teremenul call, then I did some practical considerations , sixth
subsection represented by failure to appeal the sanction analysis and
final subescţiune I fîcut a brief but necessary regulations parallel
comparison, the previous and the new Code of civil Procedure.
Section three of chapter five is on , call request , with

appropriate subsections , ie elements that the law provides for the
request , form, mandatory written form , and in relation to its request
for appeal ie elements identifying the party which makes the call,
appearing the judgment is appealed , the grounds appeal on fact and
law, the evidence in support of the appeal, an appeal signing and
stamping , filing , înregistrareaşi submitting this application to the
court for judicial review . Where have submitted this request to the
sentencing court background stamping an appeal according to law
146/1997 and subsequent amendments , repeal judicial stamp duty in
2013 , and very extensively in the fifth subsection we analyzed the
effects of demand call , from concept and their delimitation , through
suspensive effect , that of investing judicial court to establish the stage
appeal process , and until the end of the chapter subsection , namely
its effect Devolution known principles , tantum devolutum quantum
apelatum , the procedural requirement of the principle of availability ,
namely appellate court is limited to investigating only because of the
reasons stated in the appeal , it will decide within the limits specified,
and quantum quantum devolutum judicatum , effects may alter not
only call on what was judged the first instance , establishing clear
procedural new regulation limits the judgment on appeal, there may be
requests , claims we change the quality side. Also , it seemed essential
to specify that, in the case of a variety of call, incident or provoked the
principle of non reformatio in pejus no longer apply , its effects being
removed as first-instance judgment may be amended , and may i
aggravate the situation caller principal who triggering judicial
procedure , made possible call and the incident caused .
The last chapter focuses on the analysis , settlement
procedure call , the new rules of procedure prior preparatory trial court
that the judgment call, compleraea or change an appeal , after the
conditions imposed by law, must calling party shall be communicated
by preseditele court or his designee . This person will communicate
the call respondent is required within 15 days of receiving
notification, lodge greeting , which in turn shall notify the caller that
he submit to the defense response , the appellant shall take cognizance
of the case file. So receiving the dossier , the president of the appeal
court , he takes some preparatory steps , the random distribution of the
file, and set the first hearing within 60 days of the resolution, and of
course compliance requirements citation parties on appeal . Then we
made a comparison to the old procedural rules to meet amtratat

secţunea two widely followed reasons, defenses and evidence on
appeal, ensuring action by sequestration in case of need.
In the fifth section we reached, judgment call, and to
debate the merits of the appeal, which is compatible with the basic
principles and general provisions, even the debate stage to the fund if
the call counter. We treated the first subsection of this section,
divestment, giving the judgment of the possible cases in the two
parallel regulations, then leaned on the solution first instance, the total
or partial eprese.
Sixth section of the last chapter of the thesis dealt
analyzing judgment call features and call incident caused. I continued
in the next section, the seventh with extensive treatment of the non
Reformatio exceptions in pejus.
Section eight is the solutions can pronunşa appellate court,
those that depend on how the trial court committed error, reject call,
why cntează not considered lead to substantive sentence completion.
We and cancel when asked does not meet the legal and obsolete call,
the calling party's fault he remained in inactivity. The appellate court
could in the old regulation to retain or change the judgment of the
merits, and I leaned on this possibility, I mean of course and raising
the appeal fund.
In a new section we have analyzed the judgment on appeal
settled by rejection, change the judgment by ruling on the merits due
to dd evocation right, then I looked aside the judgment of first
instance in the previous regulatory eleventh section following reasons
nullity of the call, and natural right of appeal against the decision to
cancel. Thirteenth section examines in more detail the requirements on
the design and drafting of judgment and reasoning in the next section
obligation solution adopted by the court of appeal in light of the New
Code of Civil Procedure and European standards mandatory.
The fifteenth section we treated îmoptriva appeals the
judgment on appeal, correction, clarification and supplementing
compared with previous regulatory Enforcement appeal to the paths of
the appeal, the appeal for annulment of the two modalities and review
rigor only in expository manner , succinct, without claiming to be
clarified many of the issues raised by these institutions trial but did
obicectul other exegeses likely broader than this . I treated and the
appeal on points of law which is given in our supreme court also
leaned on novelty and its referral to a ruling prior to unraveling the

legal issues , as interesting novelty so demanding and not least on
delaying the appeal brought everything in the light of European
Community law the observance of , optimal term , predictable , and as
short as possible to stop the train in Court cases to be tried along
several years.
And for that, too soon after the advent of the new Code of
Civil Procedure, to me as a practitioner not allowed me an overview,
panoramic new regulations, only certain sections fingering at first, if I
may say so, I concluded optimistic spirit, progressive spirit of any
legislative or scientific news is welcome in my opinion for all
Romanian legal system.
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